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For this session I try a different procedure, where I will only draw and not write, other than to 
perhaps write a summary at the end. I will also stay at the drawing page and not keep the target 
source page (with text box over the target image) open on the screen. I will load the target image 
page of course, but then stay on the drawing page. Otherwise I always have the source page with 
text box open and only go to drawing page when I want to add to the drawing and then return to 
source page with text box. 

Summary after drawing: We are up in a really high tower. A man is up there and feels fear, and 
being so high up also gives a dizzy feeling. The top of the tower has a wide compartment where 
people can be, and the tower itself beneath it is narrower. Something about up in the sky also, a big 
commercial white airplane. Emphasis map has a directionality and movement sweeping us toward 
the up in the right side. 

7:28 PM End RV. 

Well I got the ornaments on top of the posts on either side of the fence. I could have probed around 
more to see where we are, but I give this session a B. I also had a ladder and that is similar to the 
white gate. I think I prefer to work with notes. I also had the thick railing that the person up in my 
tower was leaning against, you can see I drew a blue man on the left side of the top of the tower. 
Grade is B. 

Image source https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ch%C3%
A2teau_(GENNETINES,FR03)_(284811513).jpg
Image link https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/9/93/Ch%C3%A2teau_%
28GENNETINES%2CFR03%29_%28284811513%29.jpg/800px-Ch%C3%A2teau_%28GENNETINES%
2CFR03%29_%28284811513%29.jpg

7:30 PM End session. (No elements listing was made for this session.) 


